Introduction. Let if be a connected smooth (i.e., C00) manifold of dimension «, and P the total space of the frame bundle over M. Let a linear connection be given on M, and let P[zo] be the submanifold of P consisting of all the points which can be joined to a given point Zo in B by sectionally smooth horizontal curves.
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The purpose of this paper is to elaborate on a natural correspondence set up by S. S. Chern [2, pp. 78-79] between tensors of type (r, s) on M and sets of W+* functions of a particular type on B, and use it to prove the theorem that a tensor S on M is recurrent (i.e., S is not a zero tensor and its covariant derivative is equal to the tensor product of a covariant vector and 5 itself) iff the restrictions to B [z0 ] of its corresponding functions on B have no common zero and are proportional to a set of constants. We give several applications of this theorem, obtaining among others the following results:
(i) A recurrent tensor on M has no zero (Theorem 3.8);
(ii) A property obtained by K. Nomizu [4, p. 73 ] characterizing linear connections with covariantly constant curvature tensor or covariantly constant torsion tensor (Theorem 4.3);
(iii) A property characterizing linear connections with recurrent curvature or recurrent torsion similar to (ii) above (Theorem 4.2);
(iv) The holonomy group of a linear connection with recurrent curvature is at most of dimension «(« -1)/2 (Corollary 4.4).
The author is deeply indebted to Professor S. S. Chern for his generous help during the first half of the year 1959 at the University of Chicago when the author tried to acquaint himself with the modern theory of linear connections. The author is also grateful to the referee for pointing out a gap in the original proof of our main theorem (3.9) and for his valuable suggestions which have resulted in several improvements in this paper. 1.1. Bundle of frames. In § §1.1-1.5, we summarize some of the results on linear connections which are needed for our later work. We assume as known the classical theory of linear connections and the elementary properties of «-dimensional smooth manifolds (class Cx and with countable base). All the vector fields, tensor fields, g-forms, etc. defined on a smooth manifold or on part of it are assumed to be of class O* unless stated otherwise. Each of the If (£/, «*) and (£/*, u*) are two coordinate systems in M, and uE UC\ U*, then
has local coordinates («*', x'J and iu*, s£), then (1.3) x" = xa -7 or in matrix form, x* = x/(m). dw* Thus, the transformation of coordinates in 7r_I(i/fW*) is expressed by equations (1.2) and (1.3).
The action of G on £ (to the right) z -> RaZ = za, where z E B, a EG, is defined as follows: If z is the frame in M consisting of the n vectors Xa at uEM, then Raz = za is the frame in M consisting of the n vectors a"-Xa at uEM, where a = (a"'). Expressed in terms of local coordinates in B, the action of G on B is (1.4) a: (u , xa) -» (u , aa-xa).
Linear connections on M (cf. Chern [2, Chapter 4]).
A linear connection on M is an assignment to each coordinate system (U, «*) in M of an «X« matrix y of 1-forms 7Í such that, if i/fit/^D, the matrices 7 and 7* assigned to (U, u{) and (U*, u1') and related by /óV (1.5) y = dJ-J-l + Jy*J~1, where J = [-\duk
When we write yik = T1Jtdu>, (1.5) gives the usual transformation law for the components Tjt of a linear connection.
Let us denote by du the IX« matrix (du1), by x the «X« matrix (x^), by x_1 the inverse (x°) of x, and by dx the «X« matrix (dx'a). Then we have: (1.6) The « 1-forms du-x~x, defined in each coordinate neighborhood ir~1(U) in P, piece together to form « 1-forms 9= (9a) globally defined on B. (1.7) If a linear connection 7 on M is given, the ra2 1-forms dx-x-14-x7x-1, defined in each coordinate neighborhood ir_1(P) in P, piece together to form m2 1-forms a>= (w£) globally defined on B. (1.8) The n+n2 1-forms 9 and « are everywhere linearly independent on P. where R* denotes the mapping on differential forms on B induced from Ra, and the right sides of the equations are products of the matrices a, a'1, 9" uz. A tangent vector Z in B is vertical if it annihilates all the 1-forms 0°, i.e., if (9a, Z) = 0, where (9a, Z) denotes the value of the 1-form 9a at the vector Z.
The tangent «2-planes to the fibers in B form a field of vertical «2-planes on P. On the other hand, a tangent vector Z in B is horizontal if it annihilates all the m2 1-forms co*. The equations co£ = 0 define the field of horizontal n-planes on B. Then we have:
(1.10) At each point of P, the vertical w2-plane and the horizontal «-plane are complementary. And the field of vertical «2-planes and the field of horizontal «-planes are both invariant under the action of G on B.
(1.11) Conversely, if a field of «-planes is given on P which is complementary to the field of vertical «2-planes and which is invariant under the action of G = GL(n, R) on P, then there exists on If a unique linear connection for which the field of horizontal «-planes is the given field of «-planes. for any aEG, is also a lift of m(t).
(1.13) Given any sectionally smooth curve m(t), 0 = t= 1, in M and any point zoG£ such that 7tzo = m(0), then there exists a unique lift zir) of w(r) in £ such that z(0) =z0. Let zo, z be any two points in B. Whenever there exists a sectionally smooth horizontal curve in B joining z0 to z, we write z~Zo. Obviously the relation ~ is an equivalence relation in the set of points of B. If z~Zo, then za~zoa for any aEG.
The set of elements aEG such that z0a~Zo form a subgroup of G which is called the holonomy group «i»^ (of the linear connection) with reference point Zo.
Let The vector fields P£, Ea have the following local expressions:
We call c\El (c* constant) a fundamental vector field, and caEa (C constant) a basic vector field. They are identical with the vector fields of the same names defined by Ambrose-Singer [l] and Nomizu [4, p. 49] .
The structure equations of the linear connection y can be expressed in either of the following two equivalent forms:
(1.18) dey = e" a «I + (i/2)r>a a eß, d¿, = <¿ A «î + (i/2)pp<w/ a eß.
[E\, Ppj = 5PP\ -S\Ep, then by (1.4),
Any function f on M gives rise to a function g on P defined by g=f-ir. This function g on P has the property that (2.3) g(za) = g(z) for every aEG, z E B.
a' äa .
Conversely, any function g on £ having the property (2.3) induces a function f on M defined by /(w) =giz), where z is any point in ir-1(w) EB. Obviously, condition (2.3) is equivalent to that when g is locally expressed in terms of the coordinates x'a, u\ it contains only the u\ We shall now set up a correspondence between a tensor S of type (r, s) on M and a set of nT+' functions of certain type on B. For convenience, we shall state and prove our result for a tensor of type (2,1), but the result and the proof can be extended in an obvious manner to a tensor of any type. Proof. First we show that each of the functions Sf, defined by (2.6) on every 7r_1(i/), is a function on £. In fact, in r~liUr\U*) EB, the local coordinates («', Xa) and («'*, x'*) are related by 
So it follows at once from (2.6-2.8) that _lV a 0 k' ii a ß k Sk' Xi'Xj'Xy = bkXiXjXy.
Hence the functions S°f defined locally by (2.6) is defined globally on B. That they satisfy the conditions (2.5) is an immediate consequence of (2.2). Conversely, let S°^0 be a set of »* functions on £ satisfying the conditions (2.5). On each r~liU), define the functions 5» by
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use ¿y aß i j y (2.9) Sk = S y xttXßXk.
Using (2.2), we easily verify that Sk(za) = Sk(z). Thus, the functions S* on 7T-1(P) defined by (2.9) induce functions on UEM which we still denote by S?.
Finally, we show that these functions 5^on Pare components in (U, «') of a tensor of type (2,1) Remark (2) . An intrinsic definition of the set of functions S?f.\'.' on B which corresponds to a given tensor 5 on M can also be given. Namely, let V" be a real «-dimensional vector space with a fixed basis (ei, ■ • • , en), which we regard as the standard fiber of the tangent bundle over M. Every element z = (Xi, • • • , Xn) oí B gives rise to a linear isomorphism of Vn onto the tangent space TV(M) which maps each e, upon Xi. The inverse mapping z-1 can be extended to an isomorphism of the tensor algebra over TU(M) onto the tensor algebra over V". For any tensor (field) S, say of type (2,1), on M, we may define S°f(z), zEB, to be the components of the tensor z~1ST (1) (tensor over Vn) with respect to the basis (ei). Then formula (2.5) is exactly the transformation between the tensors z_1 • SrM and (za)'1 • 5,o = a~1(z~1STuA, where a-1 is the automorphism of the tensor algebra over Vn which extends the linear transformations a-1 of Vn.
2.2. Horizontal part and absolute differential of a q-form on B. We now assume that a linear connection y is given on M. Since 9", co\\ form a basis of 1-forms on B, any differential g-form <p on B can be expressed as Observe that the 1-forms ÔS% on U are the components in (£, m;) of the covariant differential of the tensor S. Therefore, on account of (2.11), the 1- Since all the 1-forms co£ vanish on any horizontal curve in B, it follows from (2.12) that on any horizontal curve, DS°f = dS^fi. Hence we get from (2.11) the following important (2.16) Corollary.
If the differential d is taken along a horizontal curve, then dSy = Í0¿>k)XiXiXy.
2.4. Remark 1. In Theorem (2.4), we have a necessary and sufficient condition for a set of m3 functions on£ to correspond to a tensor of type (2,1) on M. When a linear connection 7 on M has been given, there is also a theorem due to S. S. Chern [2, p. 79] which we state in a slightly different form as follows: Therefore, YSf are the set of m3 functions on B corresponding to the tensor (VfcSt) FA on M. That YSf should correspond to a tensor of type (2,1) on M can be verified directly by using the criterion given in Theorem (2.4). Hence, we obtain the following generalization of a result of Nomizu [4, p. 53] for the case of contra variant vector: (2.18) If a linear connection on M is defined by a field of n-planes on B as in (1.11), we may define the covariant derivative of a tensor S, say of type (2, 1), on M by first constructing the functions S°f on B corresponding to S and then taking (VhSÍ1) Yh to be the tensor on M corresponding to the set of functions YStfonB.
3.1. Recurrent tensors on a connected smooth manifold M. We assume for the remaining part of this paper that the smooth manifold M is connected. This assumption has the following easily proved implications which we shall later use: A tensor 5 on M is said to be recurrent (with respect to a given linear connection) if it is not a zero tensor and if its covariant derivative VS is equal to the tensor product of a covariant vector with S itself. Expressed in terms of local coordinates (U, «*)■ this means that vus?.:: = wj/:::.
In particular, a tensor 5 on M is said to be covariantly constant if 5^0 and V5 = 0.
We now prove (3.4) Theorem.
If a tensor S on M is recurrent, then the restrictions of its corresponding functions S°f. '. '.' on B to any (sectionally smooth) horizontal curve in B are proportional to a set of constants.
Proof. Since any sectionally smooth curve in a smooth manifold may be regarded as one each of whose smooth sections lies in a coordinate neighborhood, it suffices to prove our theorem for the case of a smooth horizontal curve z(t), 0=r=l, in a coordinate neighborhood ir~1(U)EB. Let w(r)=7rz(r). Then u(t) is a smooth curve in the coordinate neighborhood UEM. For simplicity, we take a tensor S of type (2, 1) on M, and let Sf be its corresponding functions on B. Since all the 1-forms a>£ vanish along horizontal curves, it follows from Corollary (2.16) that on z(t), where £(r) =expiffir)dr) is a function which is nowhere zero on zir). Since the case when a function S°f is always zero on zir) can be regarded as a special case of (3.7) with c°f = 0, our theorem is proved by (3.7). Any easy consequence of Theorem (3.4) is (3.8) Theorem. A recurrent tensor on a connected smooth manifold with a linear connection has no zero.
Proof. By definition, a recurrent tensor 5 is not a zero tensor. Assume that 5 has a zero at UoEM, and let Mi be any other point of M. By Lemma (3.1), there exists in M a sectionally smooth curve w(r), 0 = r = l, joining m(0) = mo to m(1) =Ui. Let zo be any point in B above u0 (i.e., rzo = Uo). Then by (1.13), there exists a unique lift zir) oí m(t) beginning at z(0) =zo and ending at z(l) such that 7rz(l) = m(1) = ux. Since 5(m0) = 0 by assumption, S°fiz0) are all zero. Therefore, by Theorem (3.4), S°f are all zero along zir), and in particular, [May S^(zi) are all zero. Hence S(ui) = 0 and so S is a zero tensor. This contradiction to our assumption proves that S has no zero.
We now prove our main (3.9) Theorem. Let M be a connected smooth manifold with a linear connection. Then a tensor S on M is recurrent iff the restrictions of its corresponding functions on B to any submanifold B[zo]= {z\zEB, z~zo) of B have no common zero and are proportional to a set of constants.
Proof. Let z be any point of P [z0]. Then, there exists a sectionally smooth horizontal curve joining z to za. Let 5 be a recurrent tensor of type (2, 1) Let U be any coordinate neighborhood in M and «i any point in U. By Lemma (3.2), there exists some point zi£P [zo] such that irzi = Ui. Let u(t), 0=t = 1, be any smooth curve in U such that u(ri)=Ui, 0<ti<1, and let z(t) be the smooth lift of u(t) such that z(ti) =Zi. Then since z(t) is a horizontal curve, z(t) lies in ir~l(U)r\B[zo\.
Therefore, it follows from (3.5) and (3.10) that on z(r),
where f-d log g/dr is some function of r which depends on the curve m(t). Now take m(t) to be each of the » curves W(A)(t) = ÔA(t -Ti) + iUl) .
Then du\h)/dT = b\, and it follows from (3.11) that (VAóf)(«0 = WhiUi)SÍ\ui).
Since Mi is any point in U, we have thus shown that in each coordinate system (¿7, u'), there exists a set of n functions Wh. such that (3.12) vJl = WJL
We now proceed to prove that these n functions Wh are the components in (£, uf) of a covariant vector W globally defined on M. When this is done, it follows from (3.12) that VS is equal to the tensor product of W and S; in other words, S is a recurrent tensor.
Let us denote by u{ = u{ (m1, • • • , u") a change of coordinates in U, and by W** the set of n functions defined in ({/, w* ) such that (3.12*)
Vh'Sk>' = Wl-Sl'-'.
From (3.12), (3.12*) and the fact that VS is a tensor on M, it follows that * ¡v dw* óV dw'* óV n W*'S*' = -77-7 ^Ä • a«A dM" du' duk
Since 5 is a tensor on M, the above equation can be written as holds at each point of U and so everywhere in U. In other words, Wh are the components of a covariant vector Wu on U. Now let us regard the u'* in the preceding paragraph as the local coordinates in another neighborhood U* and let Wu' be the covariant vector defined on U*. Then by the same arguments, we may conclude that equation (3.14) holds on Ur\ U*. This means that Wu' = Wu on UC\ U*. In other words, the covariant vectors Wu which we have determined, one for each coordinate neighborhood, piece together to form a covariant vector IF globally defined on M. Hence our theorem is completely proved. Therefore,
where h(z') =g(z'a~x), and c""* = caßdaa &%ayy> are again a set of constants. When a linear connection 7 on M is given, 7 is said to be of recurrent curvature (or of recurrent torsion) if the curvature tensor R (or the torsion tensor T) is recurrent. For a local theory of linear connections with recurrent curvature and zero torsion, see Wong [5] .
We see from (1.15) that the functions on B which correspond to the curvature tensor £ are the functions R^. By Theorem (3.9), £ is recurrent iff the restrictions of these functions to any £[zo] have no common zero and are proportional to a set of constants, i.e., iff ture. An interpretation in terms of the so-called holonomy algebra can also be given to our result that for a linear connection with recurrent curvature, the restrictions of the functions R^aß to B [z0] are proportional to a set of constants. By definition, the holonomy algebra of a linear connection is the Lie algebra of the holonomy group. Let zEB, and Zi, Z2 be any two horizontal vectors at z. If we regard the «X» matrix with elements 0£(Zi, Z2)(z) as an element of the Lie algebra of G = GL(n, R), then according to a theorem due to E. Cartan, Ambrose and Singer [l] (also Nomizu [4, pp. 39-41]), we know that the holonomy algebra (or rather, the Lie algebra of the holonomy group with reference point zo£P) is a sub-algebra of the Lie algebra of G spanned by the elements fl£(Zi, Z2)(z) when z runs through the point set P[zo], and Zi, Z2 run through any set of linearly independent horizontal vectors at z. Now i^=(l/2)P^rj3öaA^. Let us take as the set of linearly independent horizontal vectors at z the vectors of the basic vector fields P". Then since (00, Ea)=bt, we have { £&£", Eß)}(z) = { (1/2)r\J A e'(Ea, Eß)}(z) = (l/2)Rlaß(z), z E B.
Therefore, the holonomy algebra is spanned by the elements R-laß(z), 1 ú a, ß £ », of the Lie algebra of GL(n, R), where z is any fixed point in the frame bundle B over M, this Lie sub-algebra being the same for all the points of B which can be joined to z by (sectionally smooth) horizontal curves.
Since R^aß is skew-symmetric in the indices a, ß, there are at most n(n -1)/2 such elements. Therefore, (4.4) Corollary.
On a connected smooth manifold of dimension n, the holonomy group of a linear connection with recurrent curvature is at most of dimension «(« -1)/2.
